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Abstract

TheKL → π±π0e∓νe(ν̄e) decay was investigated with the NA48 detector at CERN SPS using a beam of long-lived
kaons. The branching ratio Br(KL → π±π0e∓νe(ν̄e)) = (5.21± 0.07stat± 0.09syst) × 10−5 was fixed from a sample of 546
events with 62 background events. The form factorsf̄s , f̄p, λg andh̄ were found to be in agreement with previous measurem
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e
but with higher accuracy. The coupling parameter of the chiral LagrangianL3 = (−4.1 ± 0.2) × 10−3 was evaluated from th
data.
 2004 Elsevier B.V.Open access under CC BY license. 
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1. Introduction

The decayKL → ππeν, calledKe4, is recognized
as a good test for chiral perturbation theory (CHP
and its predictions for long-distance meson inter
tions. In particular, it is used to determine theππ par-
tial wave expansion parameters: threshold parame
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slopes and scattering lengths, where theS-waveππ

scattering lengths can be further related to the qu
condensate[1]. The complete set of CHPT param
ters has been calculated in the one-loop approxima
O(p4) and the form factorsF andG and quark con-
densates in the two-loop approximationO(p6) [2].

Following the initial observation of chargedKe4
[3], the processK+ → π+π−e+ν̄e, calledK+

e4, was
measured in Ref.[4] based on an event sample
30 000 events and, more recently, a high-statis
experiment[5] detected 400 000 such decays. Th
experiments determined theK+

e4 decay rate, four form
factors and the difference of thes- andp-wave phase
shifts δ0

0 − δ1
1 as a function of the mass of th

pion pair Mππ . By fitting the Roy model[6] to the
Mππ -dependence of phase shifts and assuming ti
reversal invariance, they also evaluated the scatte
lengtha0

0.
After a low-statistics observation of the neutralKe4

decayKL → π±π0e∓νe(ν̄e) [7], a more complete
analysis was performed in Ref.[8], where a sample o
729 events was used to determine the branching r
the threshold valueg(Mππ = 0) of theg form factor,
the relative form factorsf̄s = fs/g, f̄p = fp/g and
h̄ = h/g, and theMππ -dependence ofg. The neutral
Ke4 decay is well-suited for measuring theG form
factor and theL3 parameter of CHPT.

This Letter reports on the measurement of b
the branching ratio and the form factors of neut
Ke4 decays by the NA48 Collaboration at CER
using a significantly larger data sample than previ
measurements. In addition, the coefficientL3 of the
chiral Lagrangian, sensitive to the gluon condens
is evaluated with high accuracy.

2. Kinematics and parametrization of the decay
cross section

The matrix element for the decay is assumed
factorize into a leptonic term, describing the coupl
of the W boson to leptons, and an hadronic ter
accounting for hadronization of quarks into pions a

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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Fig. 1. Definition of the Cabibbo–Maksymowicz kinematic va
ables[9] used for the analysis ofKe4 decays. The anglesθπ (θe )
are between the charged pion (electron) momentum in the dipio
(dilepton) centre-of-momentum frame and the dipion (dilepton) m
mentum in the kaon rest frame. The directed angleφ is from theππ

plane to theeν plane.

representing theV –A structure[10]

(1)

M = GF√
2

sinΘC〈ππ |Aλ + V λ|K〉ūνγλ(1− γ5)νe,

whereGF is the Fermi weak coupling constant a
ΘC is the Cabibbo angle. The vector compon
〈ππ |V |K〉 is parametrized in terms of one form fact
H

〈ππ |V λ|K〉

(2)

= 1

m3
K

Hελµνρ(pK)µ(pπ1 + pπ2)ν(pπ1 − pπ2)ρ,

and the axial-vector part〈ππ |A|K〉 in terms of three
form factors:F , G andR

(3)

〈ππ |Aλ|K〉 = 1

mK

[
F(pπ1 + pπ2) + G(pπ1 − pπ2)

+ R(pK − pπ1 − pπ2)
]λ

,

where theR term is suppressed by the squared ratio
the electron mass to the kaon mass and can there
be neglected.

The differential cross section for theKe4 decay
was proposed[9,10] to be analysed in terms of fiv
Cabibbo–Maksymowicz (C–M) variables: invaria
masses of the dipionMππ and the dileptonMeν , the
polar anglesθπ (θe) between the charged pion (ele
tron) momentum in theππ (eν) centre-of-momentum
frame and the dipion (dilepton) momentum in the ka
rest frame, and the azimuthal angleφ from the ππ

plane to theeν plane (Fig. 1).
The θπ -dependence of the form-factors is ma

explicit by using a partial-wave expansion of t
hadronic matrix element with respect to the angu
momentum of the pion pair and restricting this exp
sion tos andp waves due to the limited phase spa
available in theKe4:

F = fse
iδs + fpeiδp cosθπ ,

G = geiδp ,

(4)H = heiδp .

TheG andH expansions contain only thep wave due
to their antisymmetry with respect to pion exchan
Using the partial wave decomposition(4), an explicit
expansion of the decay cross section in terms of
form factorsfs , fp , g, h and δ = δs − δp , and C–
M variablesMππ , Meν , cosθπ , cosθe and φ, was
taken from Ref.[4]. The possibleMππ -dependence
of g was accounted for by parameterizingg(Mππ ) =
g(0)[1+λg(M

2
ππ/4m2

π −1)], whereλg , together with
the form factors, has to be determined from a fit to
data, andmπ stands for the average of the charged a
neutral pion masses.

3. The beam

The NA48 experiment used for this investigation
400 GeV/c proton beam from the CERN super prot
synchroton with a nominal intensity of 1.5 × 1012

protons per spill, delivered every 16.8 s in 4.8 s lo
spills [11]. Two kaon beams, one providingKL decays
and called theKL beam, and another one, providi
KS decays, and called theKS beam, were produce
simultaneously on two separate targets. For theKe4
measurement only theKL beam was relevant. Th
KL beryllium target was located 126 m before t
decay region. Charged particles were swept by dip
magnets, and the remaining neutral beam was defi
by a set of collimators. The total flux ofKL’s at the
entrance of the fiducial decay volume was 2× 107 per
spill.

4. The detector

The detector system, located 114 m after theKS

target and extending 35 m downstream, consis
of two principal subsystems: a magnetic spectrom
ter and a spectrometer forneutral decays. In add
tion, there were scintillating hodoscopes, a had
calorimeter, muon veto counters, beam veto coun
and a tagging station on theKS beamline.
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The magnetic spectrometer was contained i
helium tank and consisted of a dipole magnet wit
transverse momentum kick of 265 MeV/c and four
drift chambers, each equipped with eight sensi
planes, arranged two before and two after the mag
The momentum resolution of this spectrometer wa
between 0.5% and 1%, depending on the momentu
and the average plane efficiency exceeded 99%.

A scintillating hodoscope, consisting of two o
thogonal planes of scintillating strips (horizontal and
vertical) had a time resolution of 150 ps. Signals fro
quadrants were logically combined and used for t
gering charged events in the first level trigger.

An iron-scintillator hadron calorimeter, 6.7 nucle
interactions thick and located downstream of b
spectrometers, provided a total energy measurem
complementary to the electromagnetic calorimeter.

Muon veto counters, situated behind the had
calorimeter, provided time information used to ide
tify muons and to suppress backgrounds both in lo
level triggers and offline.

The fiducial decay region was surrounded by se
sets of iron-plastic veto scintillators, called AKL, us
for identification of photons escaping this volume.

The spectrometer for neutral decays consisted
a quasi-homogeneous ionization chamber calori
ter filled with 10 m3 of liquid Krypton. Its length,
amounting to 27 radiation lengths with a Molière r
dius of 4.7 cm, ensured full containment of elect
magnetic shower of energies up to 100 GeV, excl
ing detector regions close to the edges. The calori
ter was divided into 13 212 cells, 2× 2 cm2 transver-
sally to the beam, read out individually. This calorim
ter provided the resolution of reconstructed ene
σ(E)/E = 9%/E ⊕ 3.2%/

√
E ⊕ 0.42% and good re

construction of the neutral vertex position along
beam. Signals from the calorimeter were digitiz
asynchronously by a 40 MHz flash ADCs and read
with online zero-suppression.

A more detailed description of the apparatus can
found in Ref.[12].

5. The trigger

Data were taken using the minimum-bias trigg
ETOT, requiring a minimal energy deposit of 35 Ge
in the calorimeters, hit multiplicity in the first drif
,

chamber, and a coincidence between opposite q
rants of the scintillator hodoscope. Since this trig
was downscaled by a factor of30, a dedicated trigge
KE4 was added to enhance statistics. The KE4 trig
used the neutral trigger system of NA48, which ga
information aboutx andy projections of the energ
deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter. The
quirement was at least 3, and not more than 5, clus
in any of the two projections, corresponding to the t
photons from aπ0 decay and two charged particles,
lowing for the loss of one cluster due to overlappin
This trigger was downscaled by a factor of 50. In
liquid crypton calorimeter readout the KE4 trigger i
duced lower threshold than the ETOT trigger. In ca
of both triggers conditions were fulfilled, the lowe
one was used. Therefore a small number of events
ing both triggers were included to the KE4 sample.

The minimum-bias trigger ETOT was assumed
be fully efficient. The efficiency of the KE4 trigge
was measured relative to the ETOT trigger and fou
to be (98.76± 0.21)% for Ke4 events and(98.92±
0.01)% for Kπ3 events. The latter were used f
normalization.

6. Data sample

The analysis described in this Letter refers to
data collected in 2001. The sample ofKe4 events was
selected, from both the KE4 and ETOT triggers,
applying the following cuts to reconstructed eve
which fulfilled the triggering conditions:

(1) Two well-reconstructed tracks of oppos
charges.

(2) Four reconstructed clusters in the liquid Krypt
electromagnetic calorimeter.

(3) Two photon clusters, each of energy betwee
and 100 GeV, not associated with the charg
tracks.

(4) Tracks impacting the Krypton calorimeter b
tween 15 and 120 cm from the beam axis. T
cut eliminates clusters close to the edge and t
not fully contained in the calorimeter.

(5) A minimum distance between photon and
charged pion clusters of 15 cm, thus ensur
cleanliness of cluster reconstruction.
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Fig. 2. Distributions ofE/p for data. The wide distribution on th
left corresponds to pions from cleanly selectedKπ3 sample, and
the narrow one on the right to electrons from theKe3 sample. These
data were used to train the neural network. The cuts onE/p are also
shown.

(6) A minimum distance of 5 cm between a ph
ton cluster and the extrapolation of the charg
tracks from before the magnet, partially remo
ing background from decaysKL → π±e∓νe

with two additional photons, at least one
them coming either from internal or extern
bremsstrahlung (Ke3+2γ ).

(7) The total energy deposited in the Krypton ca
rimeter had to be larger than 30 GeV.

(8) The energy over momentum ratio (E/p) for
the electron candidate had to be larger than
and smaller than 1.1 and for the charged p
candidate smaller than 0.8 (cf.Fig. 2).

(9) A χ2
3π variable for theKL → π+π−π0 hypoth-

esis was defined as

(5)χ2
3π =

(
M3π − MK

σM

)2

+
(

pT − pT0

σp

)2

with the invariant massM3π under the 3π hy-
pothesis and the transverse momentumpT (cf.
Fig. 3). MK is kaon mass,pT0 = 0.006 GeV/c
is the modal value of thepT distribution,σM =
0.0025 GeV/c2 and σp = 0.007 GeV/c. The
cut χ2

3π > 16 suppresses most of theKπ3 back-
ground, where one of the charged pions is m
identified as the electron.

(10) The invariant mass of the two-photon syste
at the vertex defined by the two charged trac
had to be between 0.11 and 0.15 GeV/c, which
ensures that the photons come from aπ0 decay.
Fig. 3. Distribution of measured mass of three visible partic
assuming the 3π hypothesis, versus their totalpT , for Monte
Carlo Ke4 andKπ3 events. The ellipse defines the cutχ2

3π
> 16

which distinguishesKe4 events (outside the ellipse) from theKπ3
background located around the kaon mass (inside the ellipse).

(11) The ratiopT /Eν had to be between 0 and 0.0
wherepT is the total transverse momentum
all visible particles (two pions and an electro
andEν is the energy of the neutrino in the la
oratory frame. This cut suppresses theKe3+2γ

background with one or both photons comi
from accidental coincidence. In this case the
ergy taken by the photons may be large eno
to lead to a negativeEν (cf. Fig. 4). TheKe3+2γ

event sample inFig. 4 was selected using
neural network algorithm. The cut is not ef
cient for Ke3+2γ background events with onl
bremsstrahlung photons, which are rejected
cuts 6 and 10.

Cuts were also made on the maximum time d
ference between calorimeter clusters belonging to
same event and between clusters and tracks. C
ter quality criteria were met as were requirements
spatial cluster separation, cluster versus track sp
matching, and vertex position and quality. Cuts 6,
and 11 above suppress background fromKe3+2γ down
to the level of 1.5% and 2.2% for the KE4 and ETO
triggers, respectively. This was estimated from Mo
Carlo by normalizing thepT /Eν spectrum from the
Ke3+2γ to the one fromKe4 in the region ofpT /Eν <

0 and calculating the contamination forpT /Eν � 0.
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Fig. 4. Distributions ofpT /Eν for the accepted and reconstruct
Monte CarloKe4 events (solid) and theKe3+2γ background events
from data (dashed). ForKe4, resolution smearing may occasiona
lead to events with small negative values forEν and large negative
pT /Eν , which are hardly seen in the plot. The sharp edge of b
distributions atpT /Eν = 0 is due to the kinematic suppression
large values ofEν .

Requirements 8 and 9 eliminate most of the ba
ground from theKπ3 channel. The effects of theχ2

3π

andE/p cuts are illustrated inFig. 5 where theKπ3
background is shown as a function ofE/p with χ2

3π >

16 (left) and as a function of 1/χ2
3π (right).

In order to diminish this background further,
neural network algorithm was applied[13]. A 3-layer
neural network was trained on cleanly selectedKe3
and Kπ3 data samples to distinguish pion and el
tron electromagnetic showers in the liquid Krypt
calorimeter. Both theKπ3 and theKe3 samples were
taken during the same run period as the signal eve
The algorithm used geometric characteristics of sh
ers and tracks andE/p of tracks on the input and re
turned a control variable which was around 0 for pio
and around 1 for electrons.

The background fromKπ3 was estimated as
function of χ2

3π by extrapolating the pion tail shap
under the electronE/p peak as determined from
data. This was done without the use of the neu
network, since the background would be too sm
otherwise. Then, with the neural network operati
the previously determined dependence onχ2

3π was
fit to the data. The background of charged pio
misidentified as electrons in a pureKπ3 sample
amounted to 1.2% and 1.1% for the KE4 and ET
triggers, respectively.

After applying all selection criteria, the data sa
ples amounted to 2089 and 3375 events for the K
and ETOT triggers, respectively. The estimated nu
bers of background events were 25±10 and 37±5, re-
spectively. In total, the sample ofKe4 events amounte
to 5464 events with 62 background events.

7. Monte Carlo simulation

Monte Carlo simulations were used for:

– Determination of the acceptance for evaluation
theKe4 branching ratio and form factors;

– Estimation of the background;
– Estimation of radiative corrections.

The simulation code is based on event generators
neutral kaon decay channels and full GEANT si
ulation [14] of all electromagnetic processes in t
NA48 detector, including cascades in the calorim
ter. Samples generated included: more than 1
lion Ke4 events using the form of the decay m
trix element as calculated by Pais and Treiman[10],
0.5 million Ke3+2γ events where one photon w
from inner bremsstrahlung and another one from
bremsstrahlung of a charged particle in the detect
material, and 0.5 millionKπ3 events. Wherever poss
ble, the data were used for background studies in o
to be independent of Monte Carlo simulation.

8. Branching ratio

The branching ratio of theKe4 channel was deter
mined by normalizing it to theKπ3 channel:

(6)

Br(Ke4) = N(Ke4)

N(Kπ3)
· a(Kπ3)

a(Ke4)
· ε(Kπ3)

ε(Ke4)
· Br(Kπ3),

whereN stands for the overall number of accept
events, properly corrected for downscaling,a for ac-
ceptance, andε for trigger efficiency. For the branch
ing ratio of the reference channel, the value Br(Kπ3) =
(12.58± 0.19)% was used[15]. The reference samp
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Fig. 5. TheKπ3 background shown as functions of theE/p with χ2
3π

> 16 (left) and of the 1/χ2
3π

cut (right). For theE/p distributions (left),
the data were corrected for the downscaling factor whenE/p < 0.7 which results in larger errors in that domain. In the right-hand figure,
lower curves show the remainingKe3 andKπ3 backgrounds, the middle curve corresponds to the remaining signal, and the upper one sho
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of Kπ3 was selected using similar cuts 1–11 as for
Ke4 but requiringχ2

3π < 5 in cut 9 and no cut onE/p.
The acceptances, as calculated from the ratios o

accepted to generated Monte Carlo events, are equ
(3.610± 0.017)% and(5.552± 0.033)% for theKe4
andKπ3 channels, respectively.

From this, the branching ratios for the KE4 a
ETOT trigger samples were found to be(5.30 ±
0.12stat ± 0.11syst) × 10−5 and (5.15 ± 0.09stat ±
0.12syst) × 10−5, respectively, and the overall branc
ing ratio is equal to

(7)Br(Ke4) = (5.21± 0.07stat± 0.09syst) × 10−5,

where contributions to the systematic error, in units
10−5, are as follows:

Kπ3 branching ratio: 0.079

Ke4 form factors: 0.021

Background fromKe3+2γ : 0.019

Background fromKe4+γ : 0.011

Monte Carlo statistics forKe4: 0.024

Monte Carlo statistics forKπ3: 0.030

Trigger efficiencies: 0.005

Background fromKπ3: 0.001

These systematic errors for branching ratios for
KE4 and ETOT triggers were determined with ind
pendent sets of data and Monte Carlo. The branc
ratio includes radiative eventsKL → π0π±e∓νe(ν̄e)γ

(calledKe4+γ ) left in the sample after all cuts. The
contribution is accounted for in the systematic er
and was estimated using the ratio of acceptedKe4 to
Ke4+γ , known from the Monte Carlo radiative eve
generator PHOTOS[16]. The ratio of decay rates ca
be calculated using formulae of Ref.[16]. It was found
that the fraction of allKe4+γ events in the final sam
ple, including those with the radiative photon und
tected due to acceptance or cuts, is 0.89 ± 0.02 %,
in agreement with numbers cited in Ref.[5]. For
the overall sample this corresponds to 48 event
a 0.042× 10−5 contribution to the systematic erro
The systematic uncertainty due to radiative corr
tions was estimated as±25% of the maximal contribu
tion to the branching ratio coming from the remaini
Ke4+γ background. This uncertainty represents an
per bound based on our experience with other dec

Clearly, the systematic uncertainty is dominated
the error in theKπ3 branching ratio.

Consistent results were obtained in two, indep
dent analyses.

9. The form factors

The form factors were estimated by fitting t
differential distributions, as found in the analy
expression in Ref.[4], to the empirical distribution
of the C–M variables. The detector acceptance
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the

Fig. 6. Distributions of the Cabibbo–Maksymowicz variables:Mππ (upper left),Meν (upper right), cosθπ (middle left), cosθe (middle right)
andφ (bottom) for data from both KE4 and ETOT triggers (points with error bars) with fits (histograms). Acceptance was accounted for in
fit.
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accounted for by multiplying the theoretical function
by the distribution of accepted events generated b
Monte Carlo with flat form factors. In order to accou
for Ke4+γ events, the radiative generator PHOTO
[16] was used. We generated radiative events with
bremsstrahlung photon emitted by a charged par
in the final state.

Since the data sample ofKe4 events was not larg
enough to allow a five-dimensional analysis, a
multaneous fit to all one-dimensional projections w
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The
performed. It was found, and checked with Mon
Carlo, that the maximum correlation coefficient be
tween points on projections depends on the num
of bins n asO(1/n2) and therefore can be neglect
for n � 10. The theoretical curves were found for ea
projection by integrating over the remaining four va
ables. The method was checked by fitting the tw
dimensional distributions ofMππ vs. Meν andθπ vs.
θe, after integration over the remaining three variab
and finding results in satisfactory agreement with a
multaneous one-dimensional fit. The one-dimensio
distributions of the C–M variables, experimental a
fits, are presented inFig. 6. The values of the form
factors were found from the fit to data from combin
KE4 and ETOT triggers to be:

f̄s = 0.052± 0.006stat± 0.002syst,

f̄p = −0.051± 0.011stat± 0.005syst,

λg = 0.087± 0.019stat± 0.006syst,

(8)h̄ = −0.32± 0.12stat± 0.07syst

with χ2/ndf = 137/146.
The phasesδs andδp were not determined in thi

analysis. The factorg(0) can be determined in
model-dependent way, using the branching ratio
predictions of CHPT[19].

The systematic errors are dominated by the ba
ground, with minor contributions from Monte Car
statistics and the shapes of theE/p andpT distribu-
tions used for background subtractions. As with
branching ratio, the contribution from the radiati
Ke4+γ events to the systematic errors was estimate
±25% of the difference between the form factors c
culated with and without radiative events in the Mon
Carlo background. As a cross check, we fitted se
rately the KE4 and ETOT trigger samples obtain
results consistent within the statistical errors. Ad
tional checks were performed by inspecting ratios o
C–M variable distributions between trigger sampl
and between data and MC weighted by fitted form f
tors, and no significant discrepancies were found.
stability of the results was also examined by incre
ing and decreasing the amount of theKπ3 background
through varying theχ2

3π cut and found to be satisfac
tory. Also the fitting procedure was checked aga
background addition. Radiative corrections affect th
values of form factors within one standard deviat
of the statistical error.
Assuming theKe4 hypothesis, there are two kin
matically allowed solutions for the kaon energy a
hence the neutrino energy. The choice has no effec
Mππ but can slightly affect other C–M variables. Bo
solutions with equal weights of 0.5 were used for
form factor fits. The systematic effect of making t
wrong choice was examined using Monte Carlo a
found to be negligible.

All steps of the analysis, viz. event selections, ba
grounds and fits, were done twice and independe
and the results were in good agreement.

10. Discussion and conclusions

The Ke4 branching ratio measured by NA48
consistent with previous measurements[7,8] within
errors and is more accurate by a factor of 2.5 th
that of Ref.[8], both statistically and systematical
(cf. Fig. 7). The form factorsf̄p , λg and h̄ have also
significantly higher accuracy and agree within err
with Ref. [8], whereas the value of̄fs differs by two
standard deviations.

We found a non-zero value of̄fs , allowing for the
violation of the∆I = 1/2 rule at the percent level. A
discussed in Ref.[18], admixtures of∆I = 3/2 and
∆I = 5/2 to the Ke4 decay amplitude, at the lev
comparable to that of theK → ππ decays, can be
expected.

Fig. 7. Ke4 branching ratios from Refs.[7] and [8] and from the
present work (results from data using both triggers are shown).
shaded belt corresponds to the overall NA48 result.
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We note good agreement of ourh̄ value with previ-
ous neutral and chargedKe4 studies[4,5,8] and with
the theoretical prediction[2], essentially independen
of the coefficientsLi of the chiral Lagrangian.

TheKe4 decay is helpful in determining of the ch
ral coupling parameterL3, which attracts theoretica
interest, extending beyond CHPT, for its direct re
tion to the gluon condensate and the constituent qu
mass[2,17]. The neutralKe4 branching ratio is mainly
sensitive toL3 and very little toL5 andL9 [19]. Using
this dependence one gets

(9)L3 = (−4.1± 0.2) × 10−3.

Also, in CHPT the form factorf̄p depends linearly
on L3 with directly computable numerical constan
In addition, the form factorλg depends linearly on
L3 with numerical constants dependent on the w
known pion decay constantFπ . Using eitherf̄p or λg ,
we get values forL3 consistent within errors with th
value ofEq. (9)but with five times larger uncertaintie
The value ofL3 determined in this work is mor
accurate than theoreticalestimates from CHPT fits
based on previously available data[2]. Our result is
also compatible with the result of Ref.[8].
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